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Should creative and media be closer? 

Short of driving around London lobbing grenades through the windows of media 

agencies, Magnus Djaba could hardly have provoked a more rage-filled response from 

those feeling under attack. 

"Patronising" and "smug" are among the more printable reactions to the article by the 

Saatchi & Saatchi Fallon UK group chief executive in last week’s Campaign. Djaba has 

effectively poked a stick into the media hornets’ nest with his claim that creativity is 

suffering due to a lack of cohesion between media planners and creatives. His argument is 

that the industry is now reaping the whirlwind that blew up when media and creative 

began separating in the 80s. He suggests that this has led to young media planners being 

too distanced from the creative work for it to be truly effective. 

Unsurprisingly, media shops are abuzz with anger at any suggestion the media cart is 

being put before the creative horse. Nevertheless, Djaba’s observations beg the questions 

of whether creatives and media planners need to be working cheek by jowl and whether 

it’s necessarily wrong to put the channel before the idea. 

 

 
 

Media agency head 

Nick Baughan, chief executive, Maxus UK 

"I was disappointed to read what Djaba had to say, couched as it was in the language of 

division and agenda. Professionally, some of the most valuable and rewarding time I 

spend is within brilliant cross-agency communities who work together to get to the best 

possible results. It isn’t always easy but, in the spirit of the recently maligned Roy Castle, 

it does take dedication, good humour and, most importantly, goodwill. Maybe we are just 

lucky to work with these partners but I find it hard to believe that, in 2015, there is still a 

place for this kind of attitude." 
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